
Alpine	Club	Morocco	(An0-Atlas)	meet		

November	2019	
Meet	Coordinator	Malcolm	(Max)	Streeton.	Report	by	Tim	Sparrow		

The	AC	meet	was	scheduled	to	take	place	between	16th	-23rd	November	however,	a	group	of	5	
(Joan	Bambrick	(guest),	Nigel	Bassam,	Tim	Sparrow,	Alison	Stockwell	and	Geoff	Thomas	met	Max	in	
Agadir	as	guests	of	his	mountaineering	club	meet	which	was	somewhat	undersubscribed.	He	was	
the	sole	parQcipant,	so	he	needed	the	company.	3	more	joined	later	in	the	week,	with	the	arrival	of	
Neil	 Atkinson,	 Derek	 Buckle	 and	 Lindsay	 Griffin.	 It	 was	 beginning	 to	 look	 like	 an	 Alpine	 Club	
takeover.	The	final	company	of	12,	a	seasoned	mix	of	Moroccan	veterans	and	virgins	was	reached		
when	Philip	Children,	Pamela	Holt	and	Richard	Nadin	arrived	on	the	16th.		

The	UK	was	suffering	typical	November	grimness	of	cold	and	damp	and	elecQon	nasQness.	Tim	and	
Geoff	drove	through	heavy	snow	to	escape	Wales.	A	late	evening	arrival	to	a	seemingly	unending	
sunset	 and	 20	 degrees	 whe\ed	 the	 appeQtes	 for	 the	 coming	 weeks.	 A	 long	 wait	 to	 negoQate	
prebooked	hire	cars,	cash	acquiral	and	a	brief	stop	for	food	including	the	first	of	endless	bowls	of	
delicious	olives	preceded	the	3	hour	drive	to	Tafraoute.	As	we	swerved	to	avoid	a	few	wild	boar,	
stray	 dogs	 and	wandering	 pedestrians	 in	 the	 darkness	we	 thanked	Google	Maps	 for	 confirming	
which	road	we	were	actually	on.	We	would	otherwise	have	had	no	clue,	despite	having	maps	and	
detailed	descripQons.	The	Amandiers	Hotel	in	Tafraoute	sQll	had	someone	to	open	up	for	our	early	
hours	arrival,	and	we	were	soon	adopQng	the	welcome	and	much	needed	horizontal	posiQon.	Far	
too	early,	we	were	awoken	by	a	combinaQon	of	cockerels	and	the	‘call	to	prayer”	at	6.30am.		

Les	Amandiers,	the	base	from	which	the	early	pioneers	of	AnQ-Atlas	quartzite	rock	climbing	made	
their	original	wife-abandoning	sorQes,	proved	a	comfortable	and	grand	base	for	the	week.	As	one	
of	the	few	places	serving	alcohol	in	the	area,	we	could	put	up	with	its	faded	4	star	glory,	booming	
corridors	and	rather	firm	ma\resses.	Few	managed	to	master	the	Wifi	however!		

From	 the	outset,	Max	and	Nigel	 set	 the	pace	and	 tone	of	 the	week,	 introducing	 the	 iniQates	 to	
Maid	Marion	 Rocks,	 Robin	 Hood	 Rocks	 and	 Tizgut	 Gorge,	 though	 not	 before	 an	 enjoyable	 and	
leisurely	 breakfast.	 By	 the	 Beard	 of	 Zeus	 (HVS	 5a)	 at	 Robin	 Hood	 Rocks	 proved	 popular	 and	 at	
Tizgut,	Nigel	only	 just	proved	 the	guidebook	correct	 that	2	 large	cams	were	needed	 to	avoid	an	
over-emoQonal	 Qme	 on	 the	 famous	 Tizgut	 Crack	 (E1	 5b).	 Tim	 proved	 that	 3	 were	 excessive,	
especially	 if	 the	 upwardly	 mobile	 cam	 shig	 technique	 was	 employed!	 Alison	 and	 Joan	 enjoyed	
Robin	Hood’s	Persephone’s	Bush	and	Wish	You	Were	Hera	(HS)	and	Tizgut’s	Play	It	Again	Sam	(S).		

The	White	Tower	 is	described	as	“the	most	 famous	and	popular	route	of	 its	 type	 in	Morocco”.	3	
iniQates	followed	a	White	tower	veteran	blindly	up	the	hillside	above	Tifghalt	on	the	long	(by	AnQ-	
Atlas	standards)	1	1⁄2	hour	approach.	Ager	an	hour	or	so,	our	leader	admi\ed	to	not	recognising	
any	landmarks	from	his	previous	visit	so	we	headed	up	a	likely	looking	gully.	Ager	much	scrambling	
up,	over,	around	and	eventually	back	down	some	exciQng	terrain	we	were	back	at	cliff	base	and	
realized	 we	 were	 2	 drainage	 valleys	 away	 from	 our	 intended	 desQnaQon.	 We	 soon	 found	 our	
popular	 170m	 high	 crag	 with	 a	 well	 worn	 approach	 and	 2	 in-situ	 parQes	 with	 just	 enough	
agernoon	 remaining	 to	 complete	 the	 brilliant	White	 Tower	Original	 (Tim	 and	Geoff)	 and	White	
Tower	Direct	/	Slot	Machine	(Nigel	and	Max).	Our	4	1⁄2	hour	approach	cannot	be	recommended.		

Following	a	similar	late	night	arrival,	Neil,	Derek	and	Lindsay	were	up	early	enough	to	a\empt	Talk	
Armada	 (VS	 4b)	 at	 Anergui.	 Neil	 and	 Derek	 were	 successful	 but	 Lindsay	 took	 an	 unfortunate	
tumble	on	the	 loose	approach	slopes	so	was	unable	 to	conQnue.	 IniQally,	 thinking	his	arm	to	be	
bruised,	he	rested	for	a	few	days	but	a	later	X	Ray	at	Agadir	showed	a	fracture	and	he	was	resigned	
to	gentle	walking	and	photography	duQes.	Desperately	unlucky.		
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A	 team	 trip	 to	 the	 small	 AkQl	 Edge	 on	 a	 day	 when	 the	 sun	 failed	 to	make	 its	 customary	 early	
morning	 appearance	 was	 rewarded	 with	 yet	 more	 blue	 sky	 and	 numerous	 single	 pitch	 routes	
Qcked	by	all.	Meanwhile,	other	teams	visited	Palm	Tree	Gorge	and	Maid	Marion	Rocks	and	Nigel	
and	Max	knocked	off	Spacewalk	(HVS)	on	Crag	W.	At	some	stage,	most	visited	the	markets,	usually	
being	ushered	by	men	on	scooters	toward	Maison	Troc	and	Mohammed	the	carpet	and	guidebook	
seller!		

At	the	start	of	the	meet	proper	we	relocated	to	stay	in	Kasbah	Tizourgane,	a	13th	Century	hilltop	
citadel,	lovingly	restored	as	a	comfortable	and	peaceful	guesthouse.	Uniquely	posiQoned	close	to	
almost	limitless	climbing,	serving	tradiQonal	Berber	food,	it	is	a	must	visit	locaQon.		

Routes	fell	thick	and	fast	in	the	conQnuing	excellent	weather.	MulQple	Pillars	of	Pleasure	(HVS	-	Tim	
and	Geoff)	and	Pan’s	Labyrinth	(HS	-	Neil	and	Derek)	at	Taskra	East,	Pink	Lady	at	Lower	Eagle	(VS	–	
Derek,	 Pam	and	Phil)	 all	 drew	 favourable	 comment.	 3	 teams	 set	 out	 early	 for	 the	 long	 Samazar	
Valley	mountaineering	style	routes	of	Labyrinth	Ridge	(800m	VS	-	Max,	Nigel,	Tim	and	Geoff)	and	
Great	Ridge	of	Samazar	 (500m	VS	–	Neil	and	Richard).	The	missed	breakfast	was	unnecessary	as	
both	were	dispatched	 in	good	Qme,	 lunch	being	 taken	on	 the	 top.	The	White	Dome	area	 (Adrar	
Ifran	 and	 Adrar	 Umlil)	 proved	 popular	 with	 teams	 compleQng	 GuilloQne	 Direct	 (VS),	 Pinky	 and	
Perky	(HVS),	Eye	of	the	Lion	and	the	photogenic	Golden	Compass	(E1).		

The	team	relocated	back	to	Les	Amandiers	for	the	final	few	days,	and	enjoyed	further	visits	to	Palm	
Tree	Gorge,	Tizgut	Gorge	 (where	one	 senior	member	 took	 leave	of	 the	 rock	and	 let	 gravity	 take	
over	–	to	no	harm)	and	Robin	Hood	Rocks.	By	the	Beard	of	Zeus,	Webster’s	DicQonary,	Pandora’s	
Box	and	The	Face	 that	 Launched	a	Thousand	Ships	all	proved	popular.	Mosque	Valley	Slabs	also	
received	a	visit,	where	a	couple	of	concerningly	fractured	HVS	routes	were	shaken	up,	though	Nigel	
smoothly	led	Even	Be\er	Than	The	Real	Thing	(E2).	On	the	penulQmate	day,	a	mass	ascent	of	the	
unique	Flake	Quake	(HVS)	on	the	granite	south	of	Tafraoute	caused	much	amusement	and	some	
even	tackled	a	sport	route	to	round	off	the	day.		

Home	Qme	came	all	too	soon,	but	the	cloud	was	down	and	rain	forecast.	Most	visited	Ksar	Rock	on	
the	 drive	 back	 to	 Agadir,	 where	 a	 few	 routes	 were	 taken	 against	 the	 head	 (Paladin,	 Colour	 of	
Money	and	Hercules).	It	rained	as	the	final	pair	reached	the	car.	
All	 that	 remained	was	 to	visit	 the	car	valet	 stop	 (cars	must	be	 returned	clean)	and	a	quick	meal	
before	boarding	the	flights	back	to	the	UK.	Where	else	could	you	get	almost	guaranteed	warm	sun	
for	 2	weeks	with	 limitless	memorable	 trad	 climbing	 (and	 some	 sport	 if	 that	 floats	 your	 boat)	 in	
November	while	the	UK	struggles	with	cold	and	dank	greyness?	Add	in	cheap	hotels,	good	food	(3	
course	meal	for	about	£7),	a	contrasQng	culture,	a	sense	of	mild	adventure	and	in	this	case	some	
great	like	minded	company?	The	stats	show	that	some	climbed	for	14	consecuQve	days,	amassing	
up	to	32	routes	and	over	2.5km	of	upward	progress.		

Thanks	go	to	Max	Streeton	for	coordinaQng	the	meet	(it	must	have	been	like	herding	cats	at	Qmes).	
The	underfed	cats	of	Tafraoute	would	 like	to	thank	Alison	and	Joan	for	saving	the	meat	 legovers	
from	evening	meals!	And	commiseraQons	to	Lindsay	who	didn’t	even	get	to	don	his	harness.		

Next	year’s	meet	is	already	being	planned	...		

A\endees	–	
Malcolm	Streeton	 (Organiser)	Neil	Atkinson,	 Joan	Bambrick	 (Guest),	Nigel	Bassam,	Derek	Buckle,	
Philip	Children,	Lindsay	Griffin,	Pamela	Holt,	Richard	Nadin,	Tim	Sparrow,	Alison	Stockwell,	Geoff	
Thomas		



	
Nigel	and	Max	on	By	the	Beard	of	Zeus		

	
Tagine	dinner	at	the	Kasbah		



	
Pamela	on	Pink	Lady		



	
Geoff	on	White	Tower	


